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THE OPERATIONS OF THE ALAMO SCOUTS (SIXTH 

US ARMY SPECIAL ~ONNAISSANCE UIIIT) 011 
THE FOLLOWING I!ISSION: RESCUE; OF SIXTY-SIX DUTCH 
AND JAVANESE FROM THE JAPANESE AT C.APE ORANSBARI, 

DUTCH NEW GUINEA, 4-5 OCTOBER 1944 (NEW GUINEA CAIIFAIGN) 
{Personal Experience of Team Leader of the Alamo Scouts) 

ORlElfl'A±ION 

INTRQDUQTION 

This monograph covers the operations of the Alamo Scouts in the rescue 

of 66 Dutch and Javanese prisoners from the Japanese at C.AP.E ORANSBARI, 

DUTCH NEW GUINEA, 4-5 October 1944, and the preliminary scouting activity 

and coordination that led to the formulation of the plan that effected this 

successful raid. 

As the Alamo Scouts, a special reconnaissance unit of the Sixth US 

Arm7 in the Pacific, wre necessarily a sparsely publicized organization 

because of security reasons, it is necessary to go in to the background of 

this unit and the purpose for ita organization prior to a discussion of1 

the mission mentioned above. 

General information relative to the Japanese was plentiful in the 

Pacific, but very little specific information was available and
1 

as every 

c~er needs specific information relative to a force that he is to 

engage in combat so that he can accomplish his mission with a minimum loss 

of human life, it was necessary to exercise such measures as were mandatory 

to callect such information. Air reconnaissance was excellent but there 

was IIUCh that could not be seen from the air. Documents and prisoners' 

stories were good but what could one believe and what ~q_t to be:l,ieve? One 

could not formula"b! operations plana on a document or gamble a division 

against the dubious knowledge of a Japanese soldier or even an officer. 

Specific and timely information was needed - a means of getting precisely 

what you wanted to kn011 when you wanted to know it. This was the problem 

that faced General Krueger, the commander of the Sixth US Arm'f· (1) 

(1) A-1 
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Sharing the sue problems, the Navy organized an experimental grcrop 

kno1111 as Amphibious Scouts, all volunteers with special training. These 

scouts would land &~~~phibiouslJ", by night, in eneay territory, in small 

grcrops, reconnoiter for several days or weeks, and bring out eyewitness 

information on the enemy. These teams were composed of both American and 

Australian Army personnel and some Navy adventurers. These groups ll&de 

several missions in to_e~ territory for reconnaissance purposes, sa.e-

times sending out their information by radio. Some of the missions were 

successful and others failed, with the team members being tortured to death. 

_Considering the successes of these early groups, General Krueger ssw prac-

ticability in a new and permanent organization operated by the Army for Army 

missions. It would mean s sifting out of troops from every part of the 

southwest Pacific to find the officers and msn e:xsct17 suited to the taek. 

They had to be courageous, but not foolhardy. They had to be volunteers 

because all of their work would be behind enemy lines where a spirit of 

adventure would add immeasurably to success. ( 2) 

Recalling the bright history of his home town, San Antonio, Texas, and 

the Alamo. and the Cede name or the Sixth us Army' u AlamoU' Gene'ral Krueger 

decided to formulate a group of Army scouts and christened this small band 

"The Alamo Scouts". (J) 

Once conceived, the idea sprang rapidlJ" into fruition. High ranking 

Army officers were called upon to submit plans and to contribute ideas, 

gathered from such experience as they had had in reconnaissance and patrol 

work. Plans and ideas were submitted and 11011ighed. How long should such a 

group be trained? How would candidatee be selected? Where would a training 

base be set up? All these rec011111endations and questions were settled and on 

28 November 1943, General Krueger published the following order, extracts of 

which are listed beloW' 

(2) A-1 
(J) A-l 4 
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"l. The ALAMO SCOUTS TRAINING CENTER is hereby established under the 

supervision of Headquarters Alamo Force at the earliest practicable date 

prior to l January 1944, and at a location in the vicinity of the present 

headquarters. 

2. The training center will train selected vol\Uiteere in reconnais

sance and raider work. The couree will cover a six-wee]ts period. Specil!llly 

selected graduates will be grouped into teams at the disposal of the COli

mending General, Alamo Force, and will be designated "Alamo Scouts•; the 

remainder will be returned to their respective COIIIIl8nds for abdlar use by 

their c01111andera • 

.). COBlsndera or combat units will be called upon from tillltl to tilte 

to furnish personnel tor the above training. Personnel so selected aust 

possess the highest qualifications as to courage, stamina, intelligence and 

adaptability.• 

Colonel Frederick w. Bradahaw (deceased) of JJ.CKSOB, MISSISSIPPI, was 

selected by General Krueger as the Director of the Scout Training Center, 

ably assisted by Lieutenant Colonel (then Captain) Gibson Niles. He was 

given the aission aa outlined in the memorandum aentioned in the above 

paragraph, and directed to set up a training center on FERGUSON ISLAND off 

the NEW GUINEA coast on 3 December 1943. (4) 

As the mission given Colonel Bradshaw waa that or turning out a -ll

trained, well-conditioned group or men capable of skillful and secret 

reconnaissance behind enelllY lines and within his island bases, peraonnel 

to attend the scouting school had to be selected with extrellltl care. In 

addition to having a sound background in ground combat, it was required that 

llltln have a high sense of duty, intelligence with imagination, selt-dillcipline, 

common sense, good physical conditi~, and an unselfish and stable emotional 

background. It was impossible to find men with all tbe desired attributes, 

but those possessing the greatest number or them were selected. To insure 

(4 A-1 5 
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that there were no mental resenations on the part o£ the illliividual, each 

person was re~ired to volunteer for this duty. 

The training itself paralleled the selection of personnel in !Bportance. 

The training period was of six weeks duration and as the time was inSufficient 

to thoroughly train each soldier in every subject, it -s taken for granted 

that students were versed in many of the basic subjects of the service. 

Refresher Com"ses were given in scouting, patrolling, map reading, aDd weapons. 

Subjects such as message writing, radio cOIIIlunication, aerial photography, 

intelligence, and field reconnaissance as a teu were stressed and many hours 

were spent in teaching each tentative scout to excel in mastering them. The 

subjects that proved 1110st interesting to the trainees ws:s a thorough st'Udy 

in the 'Wie o£'all Japanese weapons aDd the employunt o£ rubber boats in 

night landings from Slllllll naval craft. A great ~ hours were devoted to 

the amphibious, blackout landings, and as it proved to be the ease in sub-

sequent operations against the enem;y, the ability to negotiate rongh surf 

made possible the success of many missions. 

Physical conditioning -a seco!ld 1n t.portance to night land:lngs; con-. 

se~ently, approximately two hours each day were devoted to a rigoroua train

ing progru that became progressively more arduous. It was found that this 

team physical training and swimming prepared the scouts with an aggressive 

spirit, both mentally and physically, for the demands of ditficmlt missions 

in the field. All were to learn of the paruount importance that a con

ditioned soldier was to play in lengthy missions behind enem;y lines. 

The training period was divided into two phases. The first three and 

one-half weeks were spent in refreshing the memories of the trailless on all 

the courses that could ·be taught in jungle classrooms or nearby terrain. 

The last phase of the training entai~ed the practical application of the 

subjects studied, pl'WI the applied battle experience o£ the students in 

strenuous field problems. These proble11s wre made as realistic as possible 

6 
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under conditions that closely .resembled those which would prevail in enemy 

territory. The practical application phase was a series of dry runs on 

what was to be expected or these teems in actual operations. 

From the outset it had been the plan that onl7 the best, the out

standing volunteers would be retained as Alamo SCouts, the others to be 

returned to their units for use as scoute. The question as to who would 

be retained as scouts was answered by Colonel Bradshaw and his starr in 

the following mannsr. 

Each enlisted candidate was asked to name, by private ballot, the 

three officers, in order or his preference, he would be most willing to 

follow on a mission. He was also asked to name five other men into whose 

hands he would entrust his life, working with them as a team member on a 

mission. Student officers, in turn, were asked what men they would wish 

to have with them if they were assigned a mission. This policy was demo

cratic and invaluable, it was round, in that some or the miseions were as 

much as three months in length and when tempers and patience became frayed, 

it was much easier to keep a group in harmony that had been selected on 

this basis. The fact that not a single scout lost hie life in more than 

seventy successful combat missions bears out not only the importance or 

careful training and detailed planning, but also the inestimable value of 

the painstaking selection or personnel. 

General Krueger now had the unit he had planned. Scout teams trained 

to razor sharpness in every phase of scouting and intelligence. It remained 

now only to await a call from the G-2 Section or the Sixth .A:nry under which 

the scouts operated. 

The missions that the scouts performed from December 1943 to September 

1945 fell into one or the following types: 

1. Reconnaissance as represented by the majority of the missions 

carried out in the NEW GUINEA CAMPAIGN, reconnaissance of enemy defenses, 

7 
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beaches, terrain, troop movements, etc in areas where future operatiou 

were planned far in advance of the location of friendly forces. 

2. Reconnaissance-Intelligence missions as typified by those carried 

out in the PHILIPPINI!S. These missions were concerned not only with ad-

vanced reconnaissance, but also with organizing interior guerilla units, 

establishing radio intelligence nets behind the Japanese lines, reporting 

enemy concentrations, troop movements, and calling for air str:!.]tes deep 

in enemy territory. 

), Raiding missions as typified by the CABANATUAN PRISON release of 

the first Americm prisoners of war in January 1945 and by the mission 

described by this monograph. The scouts were not specifically trained for 

raiding missions but as . they were a well•balmced fighting or reconnaissance 

team, they successfully accomplished the rescue missions that were assigned. 
\ 

The scout team thet this monograph concerns itself with was graduated 

from the Training Center on 9 September 1944. The center had been moved to 

HOLLAND!! by this time to keep abreast of the fast moving situation in the 

Pacific. Illll&diately upon graduation, this team and another, plus a contact 

party, were dispatched to an adYmced torpedo boat and submarine refueling 

station, WOENDI ISLAND, off the coast of BIAK in DUTCH NEW GUINEA. It was 

felt that these teams should have a few minor missions to give them confi· 

dence in their ability prior to their use as a major contributing factor to 

the intelligence net of the G-2 Section of the Sixth ~. The balSilce of 

this monograph treats with a minor warm-up mission and one of the ~siding 

type missions. (See Map A) 

JW!RATION 

!!9'!00!1W>ON ISLANJ) MISSION (17 SN' - 2 OCT 19g) 

MISSION 

To assist in the evacuation of Dutch, Javanese, md British Indiana 

that had escaped from the Japanese along the main coast of NEW GUINEA to 

8 
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ROEMBERPON ISLAND, approximately five miles off the coastland, and super

vise their loading on naval craft for transportation to BI.AK ISLAND to be 

turned over to the Dutch. 

COJ!POSITION OF PH" 

let Lieutenant Tom Rounsaville , team leader 

Technical Sergeant Alfred Alfonso, assistant team leader 

Sergeant Harold Hard 

Private First Class Francis Laquier 

Private First Class Franklin Fox 

Private First Class Rufo Vaquilar 

2d Lieutenant Louie Hapmund, NICA, interpreter 

THE GENERAL SIWATION 

The last American operation on the island of NEW GUINEA 118.8 the landing 

at CAPE SANSAPOR, DUTCH NEW GUINEA, on 30 July 1944. Followed on 15 September 

1944 by our landing on MOROTAI ISLAND, the NEW GUINEA CAMPAIGN was effectively 

closed. The Allies now had powerful airbases and strong ground forces stra

tegicall7 located for another long step northward. NEW GUINEA as an enemy 

base had been effectively neutralized and in doing so the Allies had by

passed approximately 200,000 Japanese in the Southwest Pacific area. (§§!. 

~) (5) 
I 

Among the by-passed areas 118.8 the RODIBF.BPON ISLAND-CAPE ORANSB.ARI areas 

on the western shore of GEELVINK BAY southwest of NOEIIFOOR ISLAND. A NETHER

LANDS EAST INDIES group Q.S at this time trying to reclaim as many of its 

people that were prisonere of the Jape as was possible from an advance base 

on RQEMBEBPON ISLAND and to this area the above7named team was sent to get 

accustomed to working together as a team in enemy territory. Previous reports 

from this area indicated that there were isolated pockets of Japanese as 

well as barge supply stations in the IIAORI RIVER area. (See Map B) 

(5) A-2 
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LANPING OPERATIONS 

The team departed frOID BIAK ISLAND on 17 September 1944, using PT 

boats for transportation. It arrived on the west coast of BOJIIBERPON 

ISLAND at approximately 2300 hours the same dq and landed in rubber boats 

on the island where the Dutch Interpreter contacted the NETHERLANDS EAST 

INDIES people and the team established itself using the island as a base 

headquarters. .Arrangements were made with the Navy to return every third 

night to pick up personnel assembled on ROQ!BERPON. (See Map B) 

OPERJ.TIONS 

There were already approximately 75 of the escaped prisoners on the 

island, having been brought there frOJD the mainland in native canoes. 

The majority of these were transported to the PT boats the night of the 

initial landing and thence transported to BIAX and the Dutch authorities 

as had been planned, The following day the efforts of all involved were 

coordinated by the scouts and an effective plan was set up whereby the 

natives made scheduled nightly runs in canoes to the u1nland to pick up 

prisoners. The Dutch personnel were assigned the task of questioning re

claimed persons for knowledge of the enem,y and the location of other 

prisoners of the J aps, The plan worked successfully and a III8XilnDD load 

of these people was placed in the hands of the Navy for the journe7 to 

BIAX every third night according to schedule. A written report of enam,y 

activity in the'area was sent to WOENDI ISLAND each time a group was 

evacuated. The scout. team made several trips to the mainland so as to 

give the team a chance to look over the area and get an idea of the traf

fieability of same. 

On the night of 28 September 1944, the Dutch interpreters determined, 

by questioning a releaaed prisoner, that the Japanese had a amall strong

hold in the CAPE OlUNSB.ARI area at the month of the IIAOR! RIVER and had, 

as hostages, a former white Dutch governor, his entire family and servants 

10 
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who were employed in the cultivation of the plantation along the MAORI RIVER. 

(See Map B) As no white Dutch had been encountered up to this time, a report 

was made to the WOENDI ISLAND headquarters and the scout team, using the 

released prisoner that had furnished the information as a guide, crossed to 

the mainland to check the II.AORI RIVER area. The team ascertained the loca-

tion of all the buildings on the plantation, the location of both Japanese 

and Dutch prisoners, the location of all outposts, and the general situation 

as concerned the fordability of the MAORI RIVER by foot troops, the terrain 

and general outlay of the area, and definitely determined that the Dutch 

Governor was there as a prisoner. (See Map C) The team then returned to 

ROEIIBERPON where it was found that orders were awaiting thetn to return to 

BIAK ISLAND to confer with the Dutch and other interested personnel to 

ascertain the advisability of attempting to rescue the Gov~rnor and his 

family. On the night of 2 October 1944, the Alamo Scout team, plus the 

guides that knew the MAORI RIVEB country, the interpreters, and the remain-

der of the released prisoners, loaded on PT boats and returned to BIAK ISLAND. 

At BIAK it was decided that two teams would be combined under Lieutenant 

Rounsaville, with the assistance of three guides and Lieutenant Rap!IRU1d, 

and a rescue of the imprisoned Governor and his family would be attempted 

on 4 October 1944. 

IE-'!SONS LEARNED 

The team had found that operating deep in 8DBIIIY territory was relatively 

easy if a keen sense of alertness is maintained at all times. They had 

developed a greater amount of dependability in each other. The shake-down 

mission was a complete success in that the mission of evacuating the re

leased prisoners was successfully accomplished and the team bad developed 

an aggressive spirit toward the raid on CAPE ORANSBARI which will be dis

cussed in the following mission. (6) 

(6) A-2 
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CArE 9R.ANSB,ARI MISSION ( 4- 5 OCTOBER 19M) 

l!!lS§ION 

To rescue and evacuate a Dutch f&lli:Q' of fourteen and several Javanese 

who were held prisoner by the Japanese in an Ullll&lllld village three miles up 

the JIAORI RIVER. The number of Japanese estblated to be in the 811811 garri

son guarding the village was twenty-six (26). 

COJ!POSITION OF TlijA¥ 

1st Lieutenant Tom Rounsaville , team leader 

lst Lieutenant William E. Nellist, assistant team leader 

Technical Sergeant Alfred Alfonso 

Staff Sergeant Thomas Season 

Sergeant Harold Hard 

Corporal Andy E. Smith 

Technician fifth grade Wilbert Wismer 

Private First Class Francis Laquier 

Privste First Class Gilbert Cox 

Privste First Class Galen Kittleson 

Private First Class Franklin Fax: 

Private First Class Ruf'o Vaquil.ar 

Private First Class Bob Asia 

2d Lieutenant Louie Rapmund, RICA, interpreter 

Three native guides, NIJ:. 

CONTAPT 'J'F;A!! 

1st Lieutenant John Ill. Dove 

Technician fourth grade William watson 

Private Charlas Hill 

Mo I!! I 1/C K. W. Senders (USN) 

12 
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THE GENERAL SITUATION 

The general situation for this mission was the same as for the one 

on ROFJ!BEIU'ON ISLAND. The American landing at' C.APE SANSAPOR, DUTCH NEW 

GUINEA, 30 July 1944, was the last large-scale operation ~n the island of 

N1W GUINEA. It had been imnediately preceded b;y landings on NOEIIFOOR 

ISLAND on 2 July 1944 and followed by a landing on MORTAl ISLAND 15 Sep

tember 1944. 

The Allies now had strategically located ground forces and airbases 

to be used as jllllp•off points to the north in the continuance of the \ 

Pacific Campaign. Approximately 200,000 Japanese hed been by-passed in \ 

effectively neutralizing !lEW GUINEA as an enemy stroDghold. (See lisp A) 

Among these by-passed areas was the C.APE ORANSBARI area on the weste:rn 
' 

shore of GEELVINK BAY, southwest of NOEIIFOOR ISLAND. Previous Alamo Scout 

reports indicated that a Dutch family and some Javanese were being held 

prisoners b;y the isolated Japanese in the MAORI RIVER area. (7) Previous 

reconnaissance of the area had also revealed other Japanese pockets in 

this area as well as some barge traffic on the waterways for resupply 

purposes. 

!.ANDING QfERAtiONS 

1. The scout team armed with Tho~~~pson sub-IIISchine guns, smoke, and 

fragmentation grenades and hunting knives, and carrying one SCR 300 radio 

with one SCR· 300 being left on the PT boats for use of the contact party 

for ship to shore communication departed from BIAK ISLAND on the 4th of 

October 1944. The team arrived at a point (See llaps A and O) 3 1/2 miles 

from CAPE ORANSBARI the same date and proceeded to land in five-man rubber 

assault boats, accomplishing same at 1930 hours. As had been previousl;y 

planned, one of the native guides was sent to the front and one to each 

flank along the shore from the landing place, Upon the return of these 

(7} A-3, A-4 
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natives with a report of no enemy in the area, the contact team was re-

leased to return to the waiting PT boats and the team proceeded inland 

toward the MAORI RIVER guided by the guide who had previously been a 

captive in the same area. The track was nearly obliterated but it 

approached the native village through a mangrove swamp which constituted 

the Only unprotected nank of the Village. 

2. It was estimated that it would take the team approximately twelve 

hours from the time of landing to accomplish the mission. 

OfERATIONS ASHO@ , 1, 

'S'' ' 
The native guides preceded the teams in an, easterly direction toward 

·I 

MAORI RIVER and arrived there at point B approximately 6 l/2 hours later. 

The team leader immediately sent the guide that was acquainted with the 

area into the village to attempt to get last minute infoniation relative 

to enemy dispositions, if available. He returned with the information 

that the Jape were disposed the same as when he had escaped from th8111 

seven days prior to that time. Based on his information and a tentative 

plan already in existence, the following plan for the rescue was made 1 

1. The assistant team leader was to take four men and erose the MAORI 

at point B at 0300 and proceed to point F, an enemy outpost known to have 

two machine guns, Upo~ the commencement of firing from the main village, 

he was to kill the members of the outpost and move the machine guns to a 

position where he could cover the native track along the ocean that led 

in to the position from the south as this was the only direction that could 

furnish reenforcements to the position fast enough to cause a delay to the 

plan. If he did not hear the initial firing in the village, he would 

automatically hit the outpost at dawn. (See 14ap Q) 

2. The team leader accompanied by the remainder of the party was to 

cross the MAORI RIVER above the village at which point the team was divided 

in the following manner: 
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a. Two men were detailed to proceed to point D and kill the two 

Japanese officers living there, making sure not to harm the village chief 

who the Jape were holding as a hostage to protect them from native uprisings. 

b. The interpreter and two NEI guides were to proceed to the 

enclosures housing the Dutch prisoners at point E, Their mission was to 

get the Dutch and Javanese ready to travel as soon as the position had 

been neutralized. 

c. The team leader and five men were to proceed to the main 

garrison, point C, arri'rlng there so as to start the attack as soon after 

0400 as practicable. It was known that the Japanese cook arose at 0400 

to prepare the morning meal. The initial burst of fire from this group 

was the signal for all three parties to simultaneously attack. It was 

further planned that the team leader would send a message to the assistant 

team leader by one of the NEI guides as soon as the mission in the village 
.\ 

bad been successfully accomplished so that the~eam leader could return 

the messenger with the word that it was sate to proceed to point G for· 

pick-up by the PT boats and the contact team. 

3. A radio reported to be located in the barracks at point C was to 

be destroyed by the team leader's group prior to his departlil'e from the 

village. 

W.CUTIOI OF THE PLAN 

The·team leader with the entire group, less the assistant leader and 

four men, crossed the MAORI RIVER approximately one hundred yards above 

the unnamed native village occupied by the Japanese at 0330. Immediately 

upon crossing the river the party was divided as had been previously 

planned. Two men were dispatched to take care of the Japanese officers 

in but D; the interpreter and two NEI soldiers were sent to alert the 

Dutch and Javanese with instructions to get them ready to travel as soon 

as possible after the firing stopped. The team leader and five men, 

. 15 
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accompanied b;y their guide, proceeded to within five ;yards ot the barracks 

at C and were in position to administer the proper sedative to the enemy 

at 0400. The team spread out a bit to allow better fire coverage ot the 

building and opened fire at 0410. After one magazine ot •J!IIUDition had 

been fired, white phosphorous grenades were thrown into the building' to 

facilitate better lighting and more accurate tiring. The move was a com

plete surprise, thereby fourteen of the Japs were killed in bed with only 

four wounded Japs gatting out the back way and in to a trench in rear of 

the building. These Japs were dressed only in shorts and after they were 

flushed out of the trench b;y two members of the team, killing two when the 

Jape ran, it was deemed inadvisable to pursue the remaining two. into the 

jungle because time was too valuable ·to waste in such a manner. 

At point D, the two men entered the hut housing the two officers, and 

upon the initial burst ot fire from point C knifed one to death and an 

attempt was made to capture the other, but he was hit so hard b;y one ot 

the scouts that he died later. The native chief was released and the area 

was canvassed for documents. 

The fire-fight was hardly over when the Dutch officer and his assistants 

had begun assembling the rescued family and the Javanese and preparing them 

for the evacuation to point G for pick-up by the PT boats. 

The assistant ,team leader in the meantime had crossed the IAORI RIVER 

at 0.300, proceeding toward point F along a native track, preceded by his 

native guide. He was in position at 0400 but because ot the dense jungle 

growth in the area blanketing the sound of firing from the village, he 

failed to hear the initial firing so he placed his men in position and 

awaited daylight, according to the previous plan. At 05.30 he killed the 

four Japanese sentries on duty, reclaimed the machine guns, moved them to 

a position from which he could cover the only accessible route in to the 

village, the trail coming in from the south along the ocean, and awaited 
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the 116ssenger from the team leader,. This group had now established a 

small perimeter protecting the pick-up point, point G, from any enemy 

that might try reenforcing the area. 

The mission in the village was completed by 0530 with a messenger 

being dispatched to the assistant team leader asking him to get in contact 

with the contact team aboard the PT boats and call in the boats to point G, 

The radio and all IIUpplies in the village were destroyed. The entire area 

was canvassed for documents and other matter of intelligence value. The 

group wss 'then assembled, front and rear secw-ity established, and departed 

along the ·trail paralleling the JIAORI RIVER for the pick-up point at point 

G. The assistant team leader had notified the team leader in the meantilll6 

that point G had been secw-ed. The trip to point G was 1111eventi'ul with 

the entire party being taken aboard the PT boats by C1700. Twenty-two of 

the Japanese guarding the Dutch had been killed, two had been seriously 

wounded. All of the Dutch and Javanese were rescued without inj1l17 and 

were returned to BIAK ISLAND where they were turned over to the Dutch au

thorities. 

,ANALISIS AND QRITICTS!I 

The great weapon of surprise had been USed to the maxi- in that a 

small group successfully neutralized a larger force through the media of 

carefUl planning, nawless execution so as to achieve complete surprise, 

plus the coordination with each element of the team carrying out its 

particular mission. 

It was believed later that two SCR 300 radios should have been carried 

whereby the delay in hitting point F, the machine gun outpost, and the 

organization of the evacuation point would have been simultaneous with the 

other action. The failure of sound carrying in dense jungle had been over

looked. 
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• ' 
LESSONS 

1. Ail night '::.~~3.~~-~~~.t.~.\?z.,c;:~r~M .llJ. o tr .. e~£f~.i,;nB:~~on, 
and flawless execution. It was through this media that a smaller 

.........,...,.... .......... " ... "'--""''"'·'·· -~·-·" .- . 

force was able to successfully neutralize a_larger force which in 

turn led -to the successfuLcompletion of the mission. 

2. The control would have been greatly facilitated if two SCR 300 

radios had been carried, one with the team leader and the other 

with the assistant team leader. l'he failure of sound carrying in the 
' z~..fl-~ ~1 ' • •. ,. , ..... -..- .............. _,_ • ""~- ... ~·-·--.~ .. ....-,._ "'""'" ,. 

dense jungle bh§ 'I UA overlooked. _, -"- - · ,-

3. Native guides greatly add to the speed and precision with which a __________ ..,.._, ...... ___..--. ___ ., __ .,.,.,"'_'< __ ._,.. ________ ,...,..,., __ _ 

patrol operates in strange country. 

4. Interpreters expedite the release and assembly of prisoners for a 

quick get away where they fluently speak the same language as the ---·------prisoners. 

5, The experience that these teams gained here was used to ~ 

advantage when these same teams were used in a similar fashion 

as the reconnaisance element of the rescue force that retook our 

first American prisoners of war from the Japane"se at CABANATUAN, 

LUZON, PHILUPINE ISLANDS, in January 1945. 
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